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THE GREAT TEXTS OF GENESIS.
GENESIS XLVII. 9·
'And Jacob said unto Pharaoh, The days of the years
of my pilgrimage are an hundred and thirty years :
few and evil have been the days of the years of my
life, and they have not attained unto the days_ of the
years of the life of my fathers in the days of their
pilgrimage.'
EXPOSITION.

'The years of my pilgrimage.~-That is ' sojourning,'
migratory life. The expression is the more appropriate as
applied to Jacob's life, because he was ever on the move,
without fixed abode or proper home, and had come to live
in Egypt after having lived in two other countries before.DILLMANN.
THE idea of a pilgrimage is a modern one. Even in
r P zll 'pilgrim' means in the Greek a stranger who
has settled in a country of which he is not a native. So,
too, here Jacob was not a pilgrim, for he was no traveller
bound for religioup motives to some distant shrine, but he
was a sojourner, because Canaan was not the native land of
his race.-PAYNE SMITH.
'Few and evil have been the days of the years of my
life. '-Jacob feels himself at the close of his life, and regards
the one hundred and thirty years of it which are past as the
whole. In comparison with the years of his fathers he calls
his own few ; and he calls them evil when he thinks of his
long oppressive service for Laban, and of the misfortunes
his sons had brought him.-KNOBEL.
THE Jews speak of Jacob's seven afflictions : ( 1) the
persecution of Esau; (2) the injustice of Laban; (3) the
result of his wrestling with the angel ; (4) the violation of
Dinah; (S) the loss of Joseph; (6) the imprisonment of
Simeon; (7) the departure of Benjamin for Egypt. They
might well have added the death of Rachel and the in<lest
of Reuben.-BROWNE.
METHODS OF TREATMENT.

I.
Two Retrospects of One Life.
(Gn 479 4815. 16,)
By the Rm. A. Maclaren, D. D.

These are two strangely different estimates of
the same life to be taken by one man. The latter

contradicts the former in everything. Jacob was
possibly in a melancholy mood when he spoke to
Pharaoh,-depressed and bewildered by his new
surroundings. Perhaps the words express only
conventional humility, a piece of court etiquette.
More likely they express the true feeling of the
moment, in a mood that passed and was followed
by a more wholesome one.
I. Here are two possible views of life. The
difference is that in the former there is nothing
about God; it is all about Jacob; in the latter
there is much more about God than about Jacob.
Shut God out and all is dark; let God into your
life and it changes like a landscape when the sun
comes out. Jacob says his days have been few
and evil. He calls them evil, yet complains of
their brevity. Life is both short and long,-short
as compared with man's capacities, long enough if
it manifests that God cares for us, and serves us
to build a God-pleasing character. So in Jacob's
dying remembrances he says that God has 'fed'
or 'shepherded' him all his life long. 'Few and
evil' he called his day? when he was not thinking
about God. His life had been evil, whether we
mean sorrowful or sinful. But he has been tried
by sorrows, cleansed from sins, and at the end he
says, ' the angel redeemed me from all evil.'
II. The wisdom and duty of ~aking the completer and brighter view. The first words are
often quoted as an example of pious resignation,
but if Jacob believed what he said he was ungrateful. and shortsighted. If his days had been evil
he had made them so. We may choose which of
the views we will take. We may look at the darker
or the brighter parts of our past. There will be
plenty of material for complaint if we choose, but
there will also be enough to make us ashamed of
murmuring. There are facts for both views, but
those that feed melancholy are partial and super-

